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About This Game

Pinball HD Collection - This game will change your idea of Pinball. Each table - Wild West, The Deep, Jungle Style, Pirates,
Red Planet, Snow, Da Vinci, Arcade, Tanks, Halloween and others - are masterpieces. You'll be stunned with the level of

realism. This is a REAL Pinball simulator with stunning 3D graphics both with or without 3D glasses.

FEATURES

• Many pinball tables with unique graphics, instructions, missions system, locations and characters
• Unique soundtracks with atmospheric music, sound effects and voices.

• Realistic physics.
• Built in help with detailing instructions and descriptions of the features of each table.

• Local and global (Steam Leaderboards) high scores.
• Stereoscopic imaging option (requires anaglyph eyeglasses). You can choose between red-cyan, green-magenta or yellow-blue

lenses.
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This is a mobile port of an old game with no support from the devs so it's not really recommended unless you are a pinball
addict and need some fresh tables to play with.

There is no controller support (I added Steam/XB1 Controller mapping myself) and the keyboard controls can't be remapped
within the game.

Steam Controller:
steam://controllerconfig/448670/1703217471

Xbox One Controller:
steam://controllerconfig/448670/1704448340

You also absolutely cannot play this game offline. If you don't have an internet connection you cannot play this game. This game
has always-online DRM, there should be no reason for this. That right there gives this game a max rating of 1/10. I had this
game on my I-Phone and enjoyed it quite well, the port is a little noticeable, but as it came out in early August and I had not had
a chance to pick it up yet, well...I did, and all Ican say is wow, I particularly like (if not love) the Halloween table, its quite
enjoyable and all the tables (in general) have a good amount of replayablility. Physics on each table are fairly good, and the
controls are a bit funky (and I don't see a place withing the program to actually configure them, much to my chagrin), but if you
want controller support for this game you can you use JoyToKey, which will allow you to configure accordingly, but for 20
bucks you get 15 tabes, not bad price (pinball machine to dollar ratio). I am not really going to complain about much of anything
on this game and will enjoy this game for many years to come.

I certainly hope you pick up on this game, really two thumbs up, and please add me as a friend if you play ;).

Darkendone{LDH}. Avoid. No game support, Game has no settings, the game lags even on high end PC and you cannot play
offline, ridiculous,
Don't buy this one, just play it on your ipad.

. It does not work correctly!. Sorry to say it but boring, I tried all the boards, I couledn't grasp the missions or if there are any.
Not being able to setup controlls sucks, but I could live with it, if the game offered me fun.. Looks good . Just as a side note the
game did not work for some reason unknown , but as soon as I rebooted PC it worked Steam must be running to play this game .
? incompatable issues possibly Win 10 !!!
Got this error " Steam must be running to play this game " so uninstalled and reinstalled on root drive to see if any improvement
helped but still got " Steam must be running to play this game " , not sure if I'm doing anything wrong seems like a potentially
significant bug , tryed compatability mode and found wanting , " incompatable da da da da da " , the game needs patching to be
able to run on Win 10 as this possibly seems to be the issue here . REBOOT PC FIXED THE ISSUE FOR MYSELF .. Whilst
so obviously a mobile port over to the Pc, there are a few good points to this Pinball collection that still make it a worthwhile
addition to the genre. Haven't enjoyed a pinball game so much since Pinball Fantasies back in Amiga games. Give it a better
control system (or make the keys definable) and this could be a great fun game. But at £1 per table still going to give it a
cautious positive, as hopefully further updates will follow..... good but can you please make it so that the SHIFT keys are the
flippers? I don't know if there's an option to change the commands or not, to switch the key-bindings, but it would be helpful to
have the flippers at SHIFT (left and right SHIFT keys). I say this because it messes up my hand-eye coordination on my other
pinball games when I play both yours and theirs. right now i think the controls are the arrow buttons, but i can't play like that. i
need üt to be shift keys.
. This review is for the Linux version of this game. Other versions might not have the same issues that I'm experiencing.

I've been a pinball player for years, both pinball sims and the real thing. Let me start off by saying I like Pinball HD Collection.
I appreciate the many themed tables in this pack, and they're fun to play. That being said, I also dislike this game because of the
unintuitive controls, and a lack of viable instructions.
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The rule set of each board is not given in-game, so understanding which targets do what and how to get special scoring/rewards
is guesswork at best. Pulling up the "Help" feature for any table just gives you a blank screen and a selection to go back to the
main menu.

Launching the ball is the cursor down key, flippers are controlled by the left and right cursor keys (also by the right mouse
button, depending on which side of the screen the mouse pointer is on), and nudge up is the space bar. I can't recall if there's a
left and right nudge, but I rarely use nudges to begin with, so that's not important to me. Sadly, those control keys cannot be
changed, and there is no provision for a controller. Short of getting a programmable controller (like a Steam Controller, for
instance), or some other third-party controller mapping software and mapping the controller to the appropriate keyboard key
presses, playing this game gets uncomfortable for long stretches.

People have complained that the ball action seems a little floaty, and I can understand why they say that. Changing the ball
action in preferences to "realistic" alleviates some of that problem. You have a choice of two camera angles -- one that follows
the ball so rigidly it can give one motion sickness, and the other is a view like you're standing at the pinball table itself (C toggles
between the two views, BTW).

With limited extra controls for other special play, there are times where the board becomes unplayable. The "Jungle Style"
board, for example, has a special bonus offering where there is a "labyrinth" in the middle of the playfield, and you must
"rotate" the rings in said labyrinth to allow the ball to pass to the center of the maze. To date, I have found no key press or
combination of key presses to rotate the rings so I can continue the game.

Which brings another point... apparently support for this game is either very slow or non-existent, given the lack of any response
by the developers to questions/requests posed to them. Granted, the game is about 2.5 years old (at time of writing this), so
perhaps the developers have moved on to greener pastures, and that's a shame. This game could be much better if there was a
way to adjust the game controls to more logical buttons (left and right shift buttons for the flippers, for example), add in native
game controller support, or at the very least, some kind of rule set explanation for the tables when the Help feature is selected.

In closing, I like the variety of table themes Pinball HD Collection has, the graphics and sound are very good, but the lack of
comfortable, intuitive controls, no native controller support, and no table documentation really detract from the playability of
this game enough for me to not recommend it. That's a shame because, if you can look past all that, it's a decent set of tables..
The look of the tables seemed very interesting but it doesnt play well.

Problems:
Flipper angles - really strange and unrealistic, almost flat in resting and almost vertical when activated
To little DMD info - you get modes "New mission" all the time but no info about what you should shoot at all
KEYS - No remappable keys and no info about what they are, still no idea of how to nudge left or right
No outlane save times - end up in outlane get kickback and go directly back to same outlane = loose ball.

Good things:
Interesting looking tables.
Cheap (bought on sale for 4\u20ac)

Recomendation:
Dont buy, unless extremely cheap (1-2\u20ac) maybe.
Dont expect to get the feeling of flow or progression I have come to expect from pinball.
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very fun game, worth buying. good game.
beautiful graphics.
i like the game art design.. Nice pinball tables. Funny gaming. Unfortunatly the tables don´t remember the completed tasks from
one ball to the next. So you start every ball new with all tasks ahead which makes the game boring after only a few games.
That´s why this game is a little expensive.. Hi guys,after 10 mins playing this game,i wanna share some opinions to you guys.
This game is just a port from the mobile version. And as the one who just play this only game on my mobile,i have to say,it's
good enough . I play this game since the time i got my ipad 2 till now, and now i got this game on PC,the big problem is the
FPS, i mean like,...it doesnt look like 60FPS, look just like 30 or something, because i;ve tried many pinball games on PC and
they have much better FPS and physics things. But in this game,i just hope the FPS will get much better on the next update.
Anyway,this game still worth to buy ,20 USD is not too much but at this price,the Dev should fix this game much more,to make
it look much better. Thanks for your time to read my opinions. Sorry for my english ,i know its not good enough to make u
understand everything.. I find the tables very well made. Although the game uses the left and right arrow keys for flippers and
CAN NOT be re-mapped ..it is still fun and works well. The detail of the tables is outstanding.. Unfortunately it appears you are
unable to use a game controller to play the Pinball HD Collection. Good thing I did not pay full price for this. I cannot
recommend this collection for that reason.
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